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Summary
This contribution concentrates on the assessment of the direction dependency of turbulence intensity in the German Bight.
Turbulence intensity (TI) has been assessed on a 10 minutes basis as ratio between standard deviation of wind speed and
the wind speed. Data of the two research platforms in the German Bight FINO1 and FINO3 have been evaluated. At the
location of FINO1 a variation of TI dependent on the wind direction was observed with higher turbulence intensity from
north wind directions. The FINO3 data now after completion of the 1st operational year does not show such a distinct
direction dependency. The comparison of the turbulence intensity at FINO1 and FINO3 shows differences for eastern and
southern wind directions but high agreement for the main wind directions. The wave height and the atmospheric stability
are the main factors for the turbulence intensity at far offshore locations like FINO1 or FINO3. The direction dependency of
turbulence intensity at FINO1 correlates with the direction dependency of wave heights.

1.

Introduction

At FINO1 the turbulence intensity varies with the
direction with higher turbulence intensities from north
wind directions (about 7%) and lowest turbulence
intensities from east directions (less than 5%).
This study assesses the reasons for this dependency and
evaluates whether the turbulence distribution at FINO1
is valid all over the German Bight, i.e. whether FINO3
shows the same behavior.
For comparison purposes also the turbulence intensity
of the FINO2 platform located in the Baltic Sea has been
investigated.
In previous reports the dependency of turbulence on the
fetch over open water has been studied. However, most
of them have been carried out on near shore masts. In
[1] the dependence of turbulence intensity on the fetch
(free path length of wind over open sea) was analyzed
for offshore sites near the Danish coast giving the result
that in general in a range of 0‐15km (and under stable
conditions up to 40km) onshore conditions play a role. In
this distance the higher turbulence from onshore is still
visible and therefore the turbulence intensity decreases
with the distance to the shore.

which gives the chance to investigate the
interrelationships of the turbulence intensity to the
different factors like wind direction, wind speed, fetch,
wave heights and atmospheric stability.
In the assessment of turbulence intensities always data
of whole climatic periods of full years should be
evaluated to avoid misinterpretation due to seasonal
effects.
2.

Data Base

The following 10‐minutes data sets of the FINO research
platforms have been evaluated.





FINO1: 5 years, 2004‐2008, 91.5m LAT, mast
correction of wind speed, standard deviation
of wind speed: in the direct mast shadow the
sigma of the top anemometer at 103m LAT
was applied.
FINO3: 1 year, Nov2009–Oct2010, 90m LAT,
combined from 3 anemometers at one height.
FINO2 (for comparison): 3 years, Aug2007–
Jul2010, 102m, top anemometer.

In larger distances the opposite effect is visible. All FINO
platforms have a distance to shore greater than 38 km.
At FINO1 (located in 45km distance to the island
Borkum) directions with the longest fetch (North and
West) show higher turbulence intensity correlated to
higher wave heights at these wind directions.
Offshore like onshore the turbulence intensity is higher
at low wind speeds and decreases with wind speed up to
a minimum of approximately 11 m/s. But opposite to
onshore from this minimum the turbulence intensity
again increases towards higher wind speeds due to an
enlarged surface roughness.
For the offshore platforms FINO1‐3 [3] wind
measurements are available for a period of 1‐7 years,

Figure 1:

Locations of the FINO research platforms

3.

Dependency on Wind Direction

4.

FINO1 shows significant differences of the turbulence
intensity for different wind directions whereas at the
position of FINO3 a much more homogeneous picture is
seen. Additionally the turbulence intensity distribution in
the Baltic Sea measured at FINO2 is depicted.

Dependency on Wind Speed

The turbulence intensity has a minimum at appr. 11m/s
and increases for higher wind speeds at both locations.
At FINO3 the increase is homogenous for all wind
directions whereas at FINO1 large differences for
different wind directions are visible.

FINO1

FINO3

FINO2

Figure 2:

Turbulence intensity versus the wind
direction at FINO platforms.

Figure 3:

Turbulence intensity versus the wind
speed for the different wind directions at
FINO platforms.
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5.

Comparison for different wind speeds

7.

For moderate wind speeds (8‐10m/s) the turbulence
intensity is approximately the same for both FINO
platforms for western directions but is lower at FINO1
for eastern wind directions (top figure).
For high wind speeds (16‐18m/s) the differences for
eastern wind directions are even higher. For FINO3 one
wind direction sector (30°) is missing in the graph
because of a lack of data (lower figure).

Figure 4:

6.

Comparison for different wind directions

For the main wind direction section at FINO1 (225°‐255°)
the turbulence intensity shows high agreement at both
FINO platforms (top figure).
For south‐eastern wind directions there are distinct
differences (lower figure).

8‐10m/s

225‐255°

16‐18m/s

105‐135°

Turbulence intensity versus the wind
direction at FINO1 and FINO3 for
medium and high wind speeds.

Figure 5:

Turbulence intensity versus the wind
speed for the SW and NE wind directions
at FINO1 and FINO3.

Figure 6:

Turbulence intensity versus significant
wave height at FINO3 for high wind
speeds.

Dependency on wave height

Under offshore conditions, there is an increase of
turbulence intensity for high wind speeds due to an
enlarged surface roughness.
The turbulence intensity correlates with the wave
height, as an example FINO3 turbulence data is plotted
over the significant wave height for high wind speeds in
Figure 6
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At FINO1 the wave height data show a similar direction
dependency like the turbulence intensity with highest
wave heights at northern wind directions. This direction
dependency is visible at moderate wind speeds (8‐
10m/s) and even stronger at high wind speeds (14‐
20m/s).
In the eastern wind directions the wave heights remain
low for high wind speeds (Figure 8). This seems to be a
distinctive feature of FINO1.

The assessment of the wave heights at FINO3 suffers
from the lack of data, only 7 months have been
evaluated (2010‐02‐25 2010‐09‐29). However with the
evaluated data base the wave heights are in the same
range as at FINO1 for moderate wind speed, for high
wind speeds the data base is too small for a final
appraisal of results.

8‐10 m/s

14‐20 m/s

Figure 7:

Wave height versus wind direction at
Fino1 for moderate wind speeds (above)
and high wind speeds (below), all data.

Figure 9:

Wave height versus wind direction at
Fino3 for moderate wind speeds (above)
and high wind speeds (below), all data.

Figure 8:

Wave height versus wind direction at
FINO1 for moderate wind speeds and
high wind speeds, bin averages.

Figure 10:

Wave height versus wind direction at
FINO3 for moderate wind speeds and
high wind speeds, bin averages. For high
wind speeds the data base is too small
for a final appraisal of results.
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Figure 11:

8.

Turbulence intensity for wind speed bin
[7.5;8.5m/s] versus the wind direction at
nd
th
FINO1 for the 2 and 4 quarter
measured over a period of 5 years.

Seasonal dependency

The offshore turbulence intensity strongly depends on
the atmospheric stability. In autumn the air is colder
compared to the warm water leading to an instable
surface layer with higher turbulence. Opposite to this in
spring stable conditions are connected to lower
turbulence intensities.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the turbulence intensity
for the 2nd and the 4th quarter compared to the whole
data set. Because wind speed distribution differs
between different seasons only the TI of a small wind
speed bin is depicted. At both FINO platforms a distinct
sensitivity of the TI on the season is visible.

9.

Conclusions

Turbulence data of two research platforms in the
German Bight, FINO1 and FINO3 have been evaluated
for dependencies on wind speed, wind direction, wave
height and atmospheric stability based on a 5 years and
a 1‐year measurement, respectively.
It is shown that FINO3 shows a different directional
behavior compared to FINO1. Whereas FINO1 shows
higher turbulence intensity at northern wind directions
and lowest TI values when the wind comes from eastern
directions, FINO3 shows a more homogeneous behavior
for the directional dependency.
While for eastern and southern wind directions this
different behavior can be seen, for the main wind
directions, South‐West to North West, the comparison
shows a high agreement.

Figure 12:

Turbulence intensity for wind speed bin
[8;12m/s] versus the wind direction at
nd
th
FINO3 for the 2 and 4 quarter
measured over a period of 1 year.

The wave height and the atmospheric stability are the
main factors for the turbulence intensity range at far
offshore locations like FINO1 or FINO3.
For eastern and southern wind directions the wave
heights are particular low at FINO1 leading to a low TI.
The direction dependency for the wave heights could
also observed for FINO3, but on a much smaller level,
which is in agreement with the more homogeneous TI
for different directions. As the wave height data for
FINO3 did not comprise a full year this should be
assessed for FINO3 in more detail as soon as a full year
wave height data will be available.
The seasonal dependence for a specific wind speed
range shows the influence of the atmospheric stability
on the generation of TI.
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